
THE DIVINE PERCEPTION… 
No Judgment! 

The single eye/divine perception is unable to see or know of anything that is anything other then 
more of what it is. There is no outside of God, for God is all and in all. This knowledge, this wisdom 
of the ages, this perception, has no probablem and sees or knows of anything that exists outside of 

it, because outside, or be-side it nothing has ever existed or ever could exist that was not some 
form, some level of consciousness that it is. When I grasp the true vision of oneness that eventually 

will come to all mankind it opens many doors and answers many questions. 
It will eventually open the door to many mysteries. This perception is totally outside of duality. We 
exist in two worlds, the world of duality and the world of I AM. As man, we live on the planet where 
duality reigns over us until we develop the eyes to see though the illusion that the double vision 

creates. It is my amnesia that allows my brain to be programmed with the dual mind. My concept of 
good and evil creates the cross that ultimately becomes the death of the double minded man. As he 
who is illusion dies, simultaneously he who is the Christ is raised up within. “When he shall appear, 

then shall we appear with him in glory.” 
As for you judging me, I’ve taken all you say as a beautiful heart that only desires more. He who has 
moved from ego based to heart based consciousness judges only by intents and motives. Not what 
I do “wrong,” or fail to do “right,” but only my intents and motives are judged by that which created 

me, that which I am. So if Christ who is my life has surfaced in me to any real degree, I will only 
judge you by these two ways, and my judgment is not as so many would take this to mean, but it’s 

strictly in terms of discernment,  Nothing more. It is my Father who taught this to me. In the age that 
is rapidly coming upon us there will be no judging in the old way. 

 
 


